An idealized multigrid algorithm for the computation of propagators of staggered fermions is investigated. Exemplified in four-dimensional SU (2) gauge fields, it is shown that the idealized algorithm preserves criticality under coarsening. The same is not true when the coarse grid operator is defined by the Galerkin prescription. Relaxation times in computations of propagators are small, and critical slowing is strongly reduced (or eliminated) in the idealized algorithm. Unfortunately, this algorithm is not practical for production runs, but the investigations presented here answer important questions of principle.
Introduction
In Monte Carlo simulations of lattice gauge theories with fermions the most time-consuming part is the computation of the gauge field dependent fermion propagators. Great hopes to compute propagators without any critical slowing down (CSD) are attached to multigrid (MG) methods [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . However, up to now no practical MG algorithm has been found for fermions.
In this note an idealized MG algorithm is investigated for staggered fermions in fourdimensional SU(2) gauge fields. It will be shown that the idealized algorithm preserves criticality under coarsening, which is not true when the coarse grid operator is defined by the Galerkin prescription. This finding explains the failure of simple variational-like MG methods, at least for algorithms with nonoverlapping blocks or trivially overlapping blocks.
Relaxation times in computations of propagators with the idealized MG algorithm are small, and CSD is strongly reduced or eliminated. Unfortunately, this algorithm is not practical for production runs, but the investigations presented here answer important questions of principle.
Multigrid Method
For given f we wish to solve an equation
by MG, where D is the gauge covariant staggered Dirac operator, and m is a small quark mass. The following MG notations will be used. The fundamental lattice is denoted by Λ 0 . The first block lattice Λ 1 is obtained by coarsening with a factor of L b . Thus Λ 1 has L d b fewer sites than Λ 0 (in d space-time dimensions). Restriction and interpolation operators C and A , respectively, are given by kernels C(x, z) and A (z, x) with z ∈ Λ 0 , x ∈ Λ 1 . Note that C(x, z) and A (z, x) are N c × N c matrices in a gauge theory with N c colors. Also, C and A depend on the gauge field, although this is not indicated explicitly. We use a blocking procedure for staggered fermions which is consistent with the lattice symmetries of free fermions [6] . This forces us to choose L b = 3. Even L b are not allowed. In four dimensions, coarsening by a factor of three reduces the number of points by 81. Therefore only a two-grid algorithm was implemented. The residual equation on the coarse grid was solved exactly by the conjugate gradient algorithm.
The averaging kernel C is chosen according to the ground-state projection definition [12, 13, 3, 14] . In the present work C fulfills the gauge covariant eigenvalue equation(s)
together with a normalization condition CC * = 1l, and a covariance condition C(x,x) ∝ 1l wherex denotes the center of block x. In Eq. (2), λ 0 (x) is the lowest eigenvalue of −∆ N,x , and −∆ N,x is the gauge covariant fermionic "two-link lattice Laplacian" -defined through D 2 = ∆ + σ µν F µν -with "Neumann boundary conditions (b.c.)". Neumann b.c. means that terms in ∆ are omitted where one site is in block x and the other one is in a neighboring block. The ground-state projection method is numerically implementable in four-dimensional nonabelian gauge fields [14] , and since the method is gauge covariant, no gauge fixing in computations of propagators is required. For staggered fermions in non-abelian gauge fields two qualitatively different proposals were made for ground-state projection [6] . We call these proposals "the Laplacian choice" and "the Diracian choice". The Laplacian choice is the one described above. In the Diracian choice one substitutes a block-local approximation of D 2 for ∆ in (2) . This latter choice would be superior because it takes also the field strength term F µν into consideration. However, it was proved numerically [6, 10] that the Laplacian choice for C defines a good blockspin in arbitrarily disordered gauge fields. 
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A simple proof of (4) (We also recall that if v is an eigenvector of A with eigenvalue λ, then T v is an eigenvector of B with eigenvalue λ.) In the case considered here, we look for a lattice operator T with the property where z, z ′ and w, w ′ denote even and odd lattice sites, respectively. Eq. (5) is fulfilled if we choose the matrix elements of T to be T (w, z) = D(w, z). This choice of T is not invertible in pure gauges, but in that case the equality (4) of spectra is obvious anyhow.
In Ref.
[15] a more complicated proof of (4) was given which uses an analyticity argument in connection with a hopping expansion of (− D 2 + m 2 ) −1 for large mass. In Refs. [9, 10, 11] the author pointed out that in conventional relaxation algorithms for propagators of staggered fermions there exists a scaling law for relaxation times τ which reads
for small △m 2 , where m 2 cr is the lowest eigenvalue of − D 2 , and const. is independent of the lattice size. For bosonic propagators the validity of (6) is known analytically [11] and has also been confirmed to a high accuracy numerically [7, 11] . A consequence of (4) is that in conventional relaxation algorithms for staggered fermions, CSD will be the same on the even and the odd sublattice.
Idealized Multigrid Algorithm
Up to now no practical MG method has been found for fermions. Mack pointed out that it is essential for fighting CSD in MG computations that interpolation kernels should be smooth [16] . This requirement is not fulfilled in MG algorithms where one uses gauge covariant generalizations of piecewise constant interpolation with nonoverlapping blocks. Mack suggested an interpolation kernel A as a starting point for numerical work which was used successfully by Gawȩdzki and Kupiainen in constructive quantum field theory [17] . An idealized MG algorithm using the natural gauge covariant generalization of the Gawȩdzki-Kupiainen kernel had been investigated numerically in four-dimensional SU(2) gauge fields for bosonic propagators [7, 11] . There CSD could be eliminated completely. Here we turn to an idealized MG algorithm for staggered fermions. This algorithm will not be practical for production runs, but it is important to answer questions of principle, and to recognize the features which a successful method must have.
Given the averaging kernel C, there exists an ideal choice of the interpolation kernel A . It is determined as follows. For every function ("block spin") Φ on Λ 1 , φ = A Φ minimizes the action < φ , D 0 φ > subject to the constraint Cφ = Φ. For the purpose of numerical computations, it is convenient to determine the optimal A as the solution of the equation
for large κ. C * denotes the adjoint of C. The layers of an MG decouple completely when this A is used for interpolation, and when coarse grid operators D 1 are defined as
These coarse grid operators are automatically hermitean and equal
The optimal A is favored by an argument of dynamics [8, 11] . With the definition of smoothness that covariant derivatives are small, the above characterization of A as solution of an extremization problem can be rephrased: that A is the smoothest interpolation kernel, subject to the constraint CA = 1l.
Numerical Results
Because of the considerations of Sec. 3 we decided to investigate the idealized two-grid algorithm only on the even sublattice. This restriction mitigates also the storage space requirements for the ideal A a little bit. Note that Eq. (7) can also be broken up into an equation for the interpolation kernel on the even sublattice and one on the odd one, if the averaging kernel C does not mix even and odd sites. This requirement is fulfilled both for the Laplacian and for the Diracian choice of Ref. [6] . In both proposals the coarse grid sites can be separated into even and odd sites, and the ideal effective Diracian −C D 2 A (as well as the Galerkin operator −C D 2 C * ) can be decomposed analogously to (3). Here we made the Laplacian choice and computed C by the efficient algorithm of Ref. [14] . Numerical work was done in SU(2) lattice gauge fields on 6 4 and 12 4 lattices, covering all possible values of β = 4/g 2 between ∞ and zero. The system (7) was solved by means of the conjugate gradient algorithm where iterating was stopped when the RMS residual was less than 10 −10 . The statement that −C D 2 A is automatically hermitean was confirmed up to round-off errors of order 10 −9 or less.
Lowest Eigenvalues
Let us first look at the lowest eigenvalues of − D 2 on the fundamental lattice Λ 0 , and see how they are transferred to the block lattice Λ 1 . The role of this transfer for the performance of the parallel-transported MG method of Ben-Av, Brandt and Solomon was pointed out in Ref. [2] . First the lowest eigenvalues −m 2 cr of − D 2 were determined by inverse iteration. This method allows to determine −m 2 cr to an accuracy of 10 −7 or better [7] . Then optimal interpolation kernels A were computed as solutions of Eq. (7) Table 1 . The last column of Table 1 contains results for the Galerkin definition of the coarse grid operator. This operator is used in variational MG where interpolation is done by C * . (The Galerkin operator retains the locality properties of − D 2 in arbitrary gauge fields.)
One sees that for any value of the gauge coupling the idealized algorithm maps a critical system on Λ 0 onto a critical system on the block lattice. In contrast, variational MG does not have this property. The Galerkin operator C(− D 2 + m 2 cr )C * is far from being critical in nontrivial gauge fields.
The results of 2 . This is obvious in case of the Galerkin operator because the averaging kernel is normalized such that CC * = 1l. In case of the idealized algorithm, CA tends to 1l for κ → ∞. For finite κ one finds deviations from 1l. Examples are given in Table 2 . These deviations are small enough to have no effect in practice. When one computes the lowest eigenvalues of −C D 2 A , one recovers the negative critical masses of the gauge fields to the same accuracy as they are given in Table 1 . Hence, the small negative values partly found for the lowest eigenvalues of C(− D 2 + m 2 cr )A are really due to numerical inaccuracies. the solution of (7) with m 2 being the mass under consideration. However, in case of bosonic propagators the procedure described here was successfull [7, 11] , and therefore we used it also as a first attempt in case of staggered fermions. Tables 3 and 4 comprise results for relaxation times as a function of △m 2 on 6 4 and 12 4 lattices, respectively. The values given for the relaxation parameter ω are optimal within ±0.05.
Performance of the idealized algorithm
(For the configuration on the 12 4 lattice at β = 2.5, ω = 1.72 is close to optimum, while the results for ω = 1.65 are given as additional information.) We rediscover here an observation which was made earlier [7, 11] : The use of a relaxation parameter ω different from one in MG computations contradicts the conventional wisdom. According to this wisdom the only job of the relaxation procedure on Λ 0 is to smoothen the error, and this job is well done by Gauss-Seidel iteration. The conventional wisdom was confirmed by numerical results in trivial gauge fields [11] . However, the picture changes for propagators in nontrivial gauge fields. In order to be sure about the correct determination of the value of m 2 cr , it was checked that conventional SOR and the variational MG algorithm (with the Laplacian choice of C) both exhibited CSD, i.e. relaxation times τ follow perfectly the scaling law (6) . const. in (6) is of order one.
The results of Tables 3 and 4 show that the 1/△m 2 divergence of τ 's on lattices of a fixed 2) In exact arithmetics the entries for β = ∞ (realized as random pure gauge fields) in Table 1 2.8248637 Table 2 : Accuracy of CA = 1l for staggered fermions. CA − 1l ∞ denotes the maximal trace norm of CA (x, y) − δ(x − y) over all pairs (x, y) of block lattice sites, and CA − 1l 2 is the RMS of these norms.
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a In case of the pure gauge on the 6 4 lattice (and only in this case!), the ideal MG scheme is identical to the Galerkin definition with A = C * ("covariant piecewise constant" interpolation); since C is normalized as CC * = 1l, the finite norms of CA − 1l in this case are due to round-off errors. 
